
Label each apple with a letter (a, b, c, d, e)

Which apple is largest?  Which is smallest?

Largest first. Smallest sixth.

complete the add the correct order word to each
apple  

What 2D shapes can you make using 6 equal
length pieces of straight wood? 

Use Fragonwood hazel sticks 20 cm. 

Or use  straws or bamboo kebab sticks (without
the points) or 20 cm strips of card. 

Can you make these shapes?

 

Shape name      yes/no

triangle               yes

...............................  ......

...............................  ......  

...............................  ......

...............................  ......

...............................  ......

SHAPES IN WOOD:

SHAPE WORDS
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With four long (20 cm) and two short (10 cm)

sticks...

Can you make these shapes?

Shape name             yes/no

equilateral triangle    yes

isosceles triangle       ......

kite                               ......

arrow                           ......     

octagon                       ......

star                               ......

L shape                        ......

SHAPES IN WOOD:

2D SHAPES 

What other shapes can you make?

Are there shapes you can make with 4 long and
two short sticks that you cannot make with 6 long
sticks?
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Shape words

angles                                           2D
edges                                            3D
vertices                                         

right angles (90 degrees)          dimensions
straight lines                              length
curved lines                                width

Shape name                 sides                  right angles

equilateral triangle    3                             none  

isosceles triangle       ......                           ......

kite                               ......                           ......

arrow                           ......                           ...... 

octagon                       ......                           ......

star                               ......                           ......

L shape                        ......                           ......

How many sides and how many right angles do
these 2D shapes have? 

SHAPES IN WOOD:

SIDES AND ANGLES
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Fragonwood hazelwood sticks are easily cut from
coppiced hazelwood. Hazel is common and very
fast growing.  It is coppiced in the winter when
the sap is not rising. 

Alternatively other clean dry fallen branches or
twigs found in a wood can be used. Choose sticks
without moss and ones that are not yet rotting.  

The stems can be left to dry outside. 

When required use a measuring stick to cut the
first few sticks. Use these as a template for the
others. If children are helping they can collect the
stems. They can use a measuring tape or ruler to
mark off the lengths ready for cutting. 

Stems with a maximum of 1.2 cm (12 mm) are
ideal.  As well as the 20 cm lengths some 10 cm
or longer pieces are useful.  

FRAGONWOOD:

HAZELWOOD STICKS
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